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Q1. Application developed should fit user�s business
process. The components of fit are
Data
People
Structure
All
Answer D
Q2 Which is not the responsibility of customer/ user of the
software
Plan how and by whom each acceptance activity will be performe
Prepare the acceptance plan
Prepare resource plan
Plan resources for providing information on which to base
acceptance decisions
Answer C
Q3 In preparation for developing the acceptance criteria, the
user should

a.
b.

Know the defects in the application
Acquire the basic knowledge of the application for which the
system is intended
c. Understand the risks and benefits of the development
methodology that is to be used in
e. Know new enhancement and basic understanding of how the
application is implemented in users organizationcorrecting the
software system
Answer C
Q 4. Acceptance requirements that a system should meet is
A.
B.
C.
D.

Usability
Understandability
Functionality
Enhancements
Answer C
Q5. Testing techniques that can be used in acceptance
testing are
A. Structural
B. Functional
C. A and B
E. B and C
Answer B,C

Q6. For final software acceptance testing, the system should
include
A. Delivered software
B. All user documents
C. Final version of other software deliverables
D. All of the above
Answer D
Q 7. Acceptance testing means
A. Testing performed on a single stand � alone module or
unit of code
B. Testing after changes have been made to ensure that no
unwanted changes were introduced
C. Testing to ensure that the system meets the needs of the
organization and end user
D. Users test the application in the developers environment
Answer D
Q 8. Acceptance tests are normally conducted by the
A. Developer
B. End users
C. Test team
D. Systems engineers
Answer B
Q 9. Acceptance testing means
A. Testing performed on a single stand � alone module or
unit of code
B. Testing after changes have been made to ensure that no
unwanted changes were introduced
C. Testing to ensure that the system meets the needs of the
organization and end user.
D. Users test the application in the developers environment
Answer C]
Q 10. SDLC Stands for
E. System development life cycle
A. Secure development life cycle
B. Sequence development life cycle
C. Senior development life cycle
Answer A

